215 W PERSHING • KANSAS CITY, MO

PROPERTY DETAILS

2nd floor - 13,472 SF available
4th floor - 10,000 SF available 11/1/2020
5th floor - 10,000 SF available 11/1/2020

Covered parking 4:1000 at $95/stall
21 restaurants within 10 minute walking distance (Crown Center and Freight District)
Fitness facility access for the tenant
Local ownership and on-site property management
Liberty memorial, walking/running path adjacent to the building

FOR MORE INFORMATION

HANK SIMPSON
D 816.777.2859
E HSIMPSON@OPENAREA.COM

MIKE LEVITAN
D 816.777.2845
E MLEVITAN@OPENAREA.COM

The information used to create this brochure was gathered from sources deemed reliable. Though we do not doubt its accuracy, we do not guarantee or warranty it. You and your advisors should conduct a careful independent investigation of the information to determine your satisfaction and suitability.
The information used to create this brochure was gathered from sources deemed reliable. Though we do not doubt its accuracy, we do not guarantee or warranty it. You and your advisors should conduct a careful independent investigation of the information to determine your satisfaction and suitability.
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A 4800 MAIN ST, SUITE 400, KANSAS CITY, MO 64112  P 816.895.4800  W OPENAREA.COM

13,472 SF
10,000 SF
Available 11/1/2020
10,000 SF
Available 11/1/2020
Year built: 1917

Occupied by Sweeney Trade School from 1917-1921

The school was Founded by E.J. Sweeney, an entrepreneur who built the school to capitalize on the rising need for automobile repair and vocational training. Hoping to set his school apart from the utilitarian garages of other automobile repair schools, Sweeney commissioned the building as a prestigious, iconic addition to downtown.

From 1921-1930 WHB Radio was headquartered out of the building.

The Businessmen’s Assurance Company purchased the building in 1930 and renovated it for their use. They would occupy the building until 1963.

3rd floor tenant rooftop patio to be completed

Gym hours of operation: 8AM - 6PM (M-F)